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ABSTRACT 

Due to the severe resource constraints in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the security protocols 

therein, should be designed to optimize the performance maximally. On the other hand a block cipher and 

the mode of operation in which it operates, play a vital role in determining the overall efficiency of a 

security protocol. In addition, when an application demands confidentiality and message integrity, the 

overall efficiency of a security protocol can be improved by using the Authenticated Encryption (AE) 

block cipher mode of operation as compared to the conventional sequential encryption and 

authentication. Amongst the AE block cipher modes, the Galois Counter mode (GCM) is the latest 

recommended AE mode by the NIST. In this paper, we attempt at evaluating the performance of the GCM 

mode in the link layer security protocol for a WSN viz. TinySec and compare it with the default 

conventional block cipher modes of operation used therein. To the best of our knowledge ours is the first 

experimental evaluation of Galois Counter Mode with Advanced Encryption Standard Cipher at the link 

layer security architecture for WSNs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Wireless Sensor Networks [1] (WSNs) are characterized by severe constraints in 

computational, storage and energy resources. In addition, due to the wireless communication 

and the deployment in ubiquitous environment, ensuring the communication and physical 

security in WSNs is non-trivial. [2]. Further due to the in-network processing  and the 

subsequent data-centric multihop communication, apart from the end-to-end security protocols 

at the application layer (SSH-SSL [3], IPsec[4]), link layer security is also necessary. The link 

layer encryption-decryption further increases the security overhead due to multiple invocations 

of the security related operations. Therefore, it is necessary that the link layer security protocols 

in WSNs are carefully tuned to achieve minimal overhead while giving the optimum 

performance.  

Now, in any secure communication, there is a need for considering two security goals 

minimally viz. confidentiality and integrity. For the WSNs deployed in ubiquitous environment 

for sensing, processing and communication, the security attributes desired are only message 

integrity or confidentiality and message integrity [5]. There is compelling evidence that support 

for confidentiality alone without authentication is meaningless [6]. Hence, the security protocol 

in WSN may support either confidentiality or confidentiality and message integrity.  
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The conventional approach to support confidentiality with message authentication is based on 

composition i.e. sequential operations of encryption and message authentication. Such approach 

increases the eventual block cipher calls as a separate call to the block cipher is required for 

message authentication after encryption [7].  

However, the alternative approach is to use integrated encryption as well authentication 

operations - known as   Authenticated Encryption (AE) [8]. The common AE modes of interest 

are  the Offset Codebook Mode (OCB) [9] and the Counter with Cipher Block Chaining (CCM) 

[10]. However, the latest addition to these is the Galois Counter Mode [11], now recommended 

by NIST as a standard AE mode of operation [12].  

On the other hand, the first link layer security architecture fully developed and popularly 

experimented and researched is TinySec [13]. TinySec uses the CBC [14] block cipher mode for 

confidentiality as well as CBC-MAC [15] for message integrity and authentication. Thus, for 

those applications demanding confidentiality as well as message authentication, the composition 

based approach is to be employed in TinySec i.e. first encrypt the message and then attach a 

MAC on the sender side and compute & verify the MAC and then decrypt the valid packet in 

the receiver side. We believe that the resultant overhead can be improved if the AE block cipher 

modes are employed. Hence, in this paper we implement the GCM mode for the TinySec and 

experimentally evaluate the performance of the GCM mode against the TinySec defaults of 

composition of CBC-mode and CBC-MAC.  

Our results clearly signify that the GCM mode is the preferred mode for link layer security 

protocols when the underlying applications demand confidentiality as well as message 

authentication. To the best of our knowledge ours is the first attempt in implementing and 

benchmarking the storage requirements of GCM mode with AES cipher, in the link layer 

security framework in WSNs. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce block cipher 

modes and the AE modes as well as survey the related work in the area. In Section 3, we 

describe our methodology of implementation and experimental setup.  In section 4, we present 

and analyze the performance results. Finally, in section 5 we end with the conclusion and the 

scope for future work.  

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1. Block Cipher Mode of Operation 

Authenticated Encryption Systems are those which perform authentication and confidentiality 

simultaneously. Till now, it was not that much popular. People were using confidentiality and 

authentication one after another that is simply known as generic composition. But recently there 

have been a number of new construction which achieve this two goals simultaneously, often 

much faster than generic composition solutions. 

In generic composition we need to invoke block cipher 2*m times where m is the number of 

block in which plain text is divided.  

In Authenticated Encryption [6] total two ways are there. Single pass combined mode and two 

pass combined mode. In single pass combined mode we need to invoke block cipher m+log(m) 

times. Where m is used for encryption and during encryption it will produce some seed value 

which can used for authentication that requires only log(m) invocation of block cipher. The first 

single passed combined mode introduced is IAPM [16]. OCB [9] is also one of the single pass 

authenticated encryption mode. But after that all researchers who are working on this made their 

work patented. Now the interest of researchers has moved in another direction which is the two-

pass combined mode. The two-pass combined modes represent a class of algorithms with 

performances not so far from the single-pass ones, but all with no intellectual property 

restriction. 
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Galois Counter Mode [11] is two-pass combined mode of authenticated encryption mode, which 

we have evaluated here with AES-Cipher for link layer security architecture in WSNs. 

2.2. Related Work 

In this section we discuss other attempt at evaluating the block cipher and their modes of 

operation and emphasize of our work, here. 

Mode of operation is one of the important parameter for block cipher. Need for mode of 

operation is described in detail in [7]. Generic composition of mode of operation and two types 

of authenticated encryption modes are described in [8]. 

Authenticated encryption and pros and cons of that and comparison of some existing block 

cipher mode of operation are explained in [17]. Single passed combined mode OCB is explained 

in [9] which is not patent free mode. Two passed combined mode EAX [18] and CCM [10] are 

patent free, but difficult to implement in hardware. Galois Counter Mode of operation is 

explained in detail in [11], which is patent free, high performance, online, easily implemented in 

hardware. There have been many evaluations of block ciphers and mode of operation for that. 

But none of them focus on the security of link layer architecture. 

In [19] evaluations of ciphers are done. But they have not considered rijndael AES. 

Law in [20] presents a detailed evaluation of the block ciphers. The evaluation is based on 

security properties, storage and energy efficiency of the ciphers. But this work does not consider 

GCM mode of operation and evaluation of the ciphers is not done within any link layer 

architecture. 

In [21], evaluation of CCM and OCB mode is done for link layer security framework for 

wireless sensor networks, but GCM mode is not considered.  

In [22], authors has presented AES-GCM core. They have implemented this core by taking into 

account two main aspects that it should provide a real throughput, capable of feeding a Gigabit 

Ethernet, and should be implemented in a commercial FPGA as a part of System-on-a 

Chip(SoC)[22]. But this work does not evaluated for any security of link layer architecture for 

WSNs. 

In [23] also authors have implemented Galois Counter Mode on general purpose processors.So 

in summary we can say that none of the evaluation considers the evaluation of GCM with AES 

in link layer security architecture for WSNs, as we attempt to do here.  

3. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 

In this section we present Tools employed, methodology used, test application and call-graph 

that we have generated. 

3.1. Tools for Implementation 

We have used TinySec link layer security framework in the TinyOS 1.x operating environment 

[24] with nesC[25] as the language of implementation. We have implemented GCM with AES 

for Mica2 motes. We made changes in TinySec to incorporate GCM in it. TinySec[13] is the 

link layer security protocol available with all releases of TinyOS. Additionally, TinySec is 

integrated into the TOSSIM [26] simulator, which runs on an Intel x86 platform. 

We implemented GCM algorithm in nesC[25] code, the programming language used for 

TinyOS. Incorporating GCM in TinySec requires creation of certain modules and interfaces as 

well as modifications in some files of TinyOS. 

We have used TOSSIM as simulator to simulate our implementation. We have used 

TestTinySec as sample application, which comes bundled with TinyOS, to test our 

implementation. For energy and CPU cycle analysis, we use Avrora[27], an instruction level 
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event simulator. Using results obtained from TOSSIM and Avrora, we evaluate performance of 

Galois Counter Mode. 

3.2. Methodology 

Our evaluation is based on 2 step approach: 

First, we simulated the performance of the ciphers and modes implemented in nesC, in the link 

layer architecture TinySec. We have used TOSSIM as the WSN simulator. The nesC compiler 

gives us output, the RAM and ROM requirements of the application under consideration. 

We have determined throughput in bits/sec and the energy consumed using the Avrora 

simulator. 

Interface 

The interface specifies a set of named functions, called commands, to be implemented by the 

interface’s provider and a set of named functions, called events, to be implemented by the 

interface’s user.  We have change BlockCipherMode interface file in original tinyOS version to 

incorporate our mode of operation.  

Configuration 

A nesC component is either a module or a configuration. Configuration file is responsible for 

wiring between different modules.  We make changes in configuration file of TinySec viz. 

TinySecC. In this file implementation clause specifies a list of C declarations and definitions 

called translation-unit.  We declare our module AESM as Cipher and GCMModeM as Mode. 

Modules 

As we have discussed, commands defined in interface must be implemented by provider of the 

interface. We implement these commands in our GCMModeM module. 

3.3. Test Application 

Every application in TinyOS is the collection of modules, configurations and interfaces. We use 

TestTinySec as sample application. This application comes bundled with TinyOS and used for 

testing operation of TinySec protocol. It implements a counter which is incremented every time 

tic. This counter value is sent to each node in the network. All messages are encrypted and 

authenticated over the air. 

Sample Application with Original Configuration 
 

Figure 1 shows the partial component graph of TestTinySec application. Component graph for 

pc can be generated by typing “make docs pc” at the command line in application’s directory. 

The main module file TinySecM is responsible for invoking all security related commands. 

TinySecC is the configuration file that shows wiring between different modules. It is shown in 

component graph that TinySecM uses interfaces provided by CBCModeM, CBCMAC, 

SkipJackM and LedsC. 
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Figure 1. Part of Component Graph of Original TestTinySec Application.  

 

 

Figure 2. TestTinySec Application with AES - GCM  

Application with GCM mode with AES 
 

Figure 2 shows part of a component graph of TestTinySec application for GCM mode with AES 

cipher. As shown in Fig., we have implemented GCMModeM module and AESM which 

provides Authenticated Encryption mode of operation. This module is responsible for 

initializing context structure for GCM mode. As shown in Figure, TinySecM uses 

BlockCipherMode interface from GCMModeM modules and calls the command implemented 

therein to provide operation. 

4. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this, we attempted to add GCM mode with AES in TinySec. In order to do this, we 

implemented GCM with AES and tried to evaluate these based on different metrics viz. 
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memory, energy and CPU cycles. In this section, we show our experimental results for this 

schemes based on above mentioned metrics.  

4.1. Storage Requirements 

We have simulated our implementation GCM mode with AES for mica2 platform in TOSSIM.  

RAM and ROM Usage 

The Figure 3 shows ROM requirement for CBC mode with skipjack (Original configuration), 

CBC mode with AES and GCM mode with AES. From above figure we can clearly say that 

GCM-AES require more ROM than compared to default configuration (CBC-SKIPJACK), but 

it provides both confidentiality and authentication. It requires less ROM than CBC-AES. 

 

Figure 3. ROM Requirement 
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Figure 4. RAM Requirement 
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Figure 5. Memory usage Comparison in %increase 

The Figure 4 shows RAM requirement for CBC mode with skipjack (Original configuration), 

CBC mode with AES and GCM mode with AES. From above figure we can clearly say that 

GCM-AES requires less RAM than CBC-AES. 

Figure 5 shows memory usage comparison in % increase for CBC-AES and GCM-AES 

compared to original TinySec CBC-Skipjack. From figure we can see that for MICA2 motes 

with only 4KB of RAM, and overhead of only 27.38%, when using the GCM mode with AES 

implementation. The advantage is the increased security due to standard AES 128-bit cipher 

wired in GCM modes of operations. 

4.2. CPU Cycle Usage 

The Figure 6 shows CPU Cycle requirement for CBC mode with skipjack (Original 

configuration), CBC mode with AES and GCM mode with AES.  

The Figure 7 shows %increase in CPU Cycle with compared to original configuration. We can 

see that measured CPU cycles in the CBC and GCM mode of operation when using AES-128 

bit block ciphers are 379.74% and 211.24% more respectively, over the Skipjack cipher with 

CBC block cipher mode of operations. So we can say that when using GCM mode, penalty in 

terms of increased CPU cycle is much lesser than when using CBC mode of operation with AES 

-128 bit cipher. 
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Figure 6. Requirement of CPU Cycle 
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 Figure 7. %increase in CPU Cycle 

4.3. Throughput 
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Figure 8. Throughput 
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 Figure 9. Throughput Comparison 
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4.4. Energy 
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Figure 10. Energy Requirements 

The Figure 10 shows Energy requirement for CBC mode with skipjack (Original configuration), 

CBC mode with AES and GCM mode with AES. 

Figure 11 shows Energy comparison in % increase for CBC-AES and GCM-AES compared to 

original TinySec CBC-Skipjack. From the figure we can say that our results indicate lesser 

penalty in energy consumption for GCM mode than compared to original version, which is 

more significant. 
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Figure 11. Energy Consumption in %increase 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this, an attempt is made to investigate Galois Counter Mode of operation with 128-bit AES 

cipher in link layer security protocol, TinySec, for wireless sensor network. As compared to the 

default TinySec configuration offering the CBC mode for encryption and CBC-MAC for 

authentication, our perception that the authenticated encryption mode GCM would work well, 

indeed is justified. As per the experimental result that we obtain, using the GCM mode in 

TinySec entails only 12% increase in energy and 28% increase in RAM usage, while offering 
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encryption as well as authentication as compared to default configuration of TinySec. Hence, if 

the underlying application demands confidentiality as well as message integrity, the GCM mode 

is preferable. This work can further be extended with (a) exploring any possibilities of further 

refining Galois Counter Mode to make it more efficient (b) since GCM is the only authenticated 

encryption mode that offers independent authentication (using GMAC), the feasibility of using 

GMAC (in place of CBC-MAC) is to be investigated (c) whether parallelizable operation of 

GCM in resource constrained environment is feasible or not that is to be investigated.  
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